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CHAIR MATEO. " . (gavel). . . Housing and Human Services Committee meeting for
August 31, 2006 win come to order. Present this moming, the Vice-Chair of the
Committee, Member Pontanilla. Also present this morning Committee Members
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Charmaine Tavares, Jo Anne Johnson, and Council Chair Riki Hokama. Also present
from the Administration: Corporation Counsel Ed Kushi, Jr.; from the Department of
Housing and Human Concerns, Director Alice Lee. The Committee staff present with us
this morning, Analyst Gayle Revels and our Secretary Yvette Bantilan.
We have several individuals signed up to testify this morning. We will start with Susan
Moikeha to be followed by Dale Bonar. And as Ms. Moikeha advances to the podium,
just a reminder at this particular time, the testifier is provided three minutes to testify with
a minute to conclude. And with that being said, a friendly reminder for those in the
gallery if you have your cell phones and your pagers, this would be a real good time to
turn them off. Okay. Thank you very much. Ms. Moikeha, good morning .
. . . BEGIN PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...
MS. MOIKEHA: Thank you. Chair Mateo and Committee Members, we thank you for this
opportunity to testify before you. My name is Susan Moikeha, for the record, and I am
testifying on behalf ofNa HALE '0 MauL
I think it's important to understand that we, we do recognize, we do recognize the
importance of having this language in the bill and we did distribute to the Members a
packet yesterday with what I will testify today about. and also a copy of the draft of the
language that we're proposing. And as we've reviewed the current HHS August 31 st
draft, we noted that there were some inclusions of CLT referencing. We noted that there
was an inclusion of a definition for community land trust as well as an opportunity to
partnership with developers who may contribute in lieu fees or develop the lots to meet
their requirements of the bill.

not
a
to construct U.U.V~"'«-Vl'"
deed it to a community land trust.
current language only makes a provision
developer to partner with the CLT to provide only multi-family units for rentals. The
very nature of a community land trust provides for single family ownership as well as
rentals.
The current draft also with this new CLT language does not include a provision to allow
us to receive developable lands for housing.
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The draft also with the inserted new language does not give us a provision to assume
burdensome administrative requirements from DHHC, and that's an application to the
selection and qualification process.
The current draft also does not provide a provision for us to enact, enact a secondary
criteria for the selection process. Again, an example that I used before was if we wanted
to give preference to employees first on the list, we wouldn't be able to do that as it now
stands.
Inclusion of the CLT language, and you have a copy of it again, provides definition of a
'"Qualified Housing Provider". It defines the parameters and role of the CLT and gives
oversight by the Department. And I think a greater picture in all of this is just not that
we're providing a vehicle by which we can bring affordable housing in perpetuity to the
community, but the greater picture is that we have a stewardship.
While the proposed CLT language lays the groundwork for the CLT to provide
affordable housing in perpetuity, it also takes it to the level of a stewardship; the CLT has
a continued interest in what happens to the structures and to the people who occupy them;
the CLT' s concepts of perpetual responsibility helps instill pride and a vested interest by
the occupants in their homes and, not only in their homes, but in their communities.
These are just a few of the elements that we believe that this proposed language win do
so that we can effectively partner with the County in providing affordable housing. We
would really like to work very closely with you and seeing if there's some questions
about this language, concerns. We'd like to be here to answer those questions for you.
MS.

. Three minutes.

CHAIR MATEO:
you very

you. Members,
Mr. Dale Bonar to

questions
Ms. Moikeha,
followed by DeGray Vanderbilt.

MR. BONAR: Good morning, Chair Mateo, Members of the Committee. My name is Dale
Bonar. I'm, like Susan, a Board Member with Na HALE '0 Maui, the affordable
housing land trust that's recently formed, and I'm here, as you might guess, to speak in
strong support of what Susan just presented, which is including this new "Qualified
Housing Provider" language within the bill.
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The testimony by Susan, and you'll hear from others, show that the changes that we're,
we're suggesting reflect a...and then they're just limited toward creating an effective
regulatory framework in which a "Qualified Housing Provider", of which we would be
one, can be effective. As currently written, presented today, the bill itself creates
significant roadblocks which would not allow our community land trust to function
effectively.
Now, I think all of us know that a good, strong community nonprofit organization can be
a tremendously effective and productive partner with the County. The volunteers who
have formed the board of the new organization--and you all have my testimony passed
out yesterday and you can see our names listed on the left-hand side--all of us are people
that bring a variety of talents, have been experienced in nonprofits before, and one of the
things that really binds us is our recognition of the synergy that comes from the
partnerships, with the nonprofits working with private parties working with governments
here.
We sincerely believe that these collaborations are the most effective way of producing
affordable housing, and both significant amounts of affordable housing and keeping that
affordable in perpetuity. And by working the other, we're going to magnify anything we
can do individually.
The changes we're respectfully requesting here in the proposal will be to everyone's
benefit, but the real beneficiaries are going to be the working residents who will
ultimately be able to take advantage of the affordable housing that will be produced.
We thank you for
housing

not sure every community
would envision this definition working?
MR. BONAR: Yes. Although in some cases, particularly in some cities where the government
has helped set up the, the community land trust, they act kind of as a quasi-governmental
agency_ And so it may be kind of an in-between a nonprofit and a, and a full government
agency _ But typically the "Qualified Housing Provider" could be a private entity if they
wanted to come in and see if they could do it and, you know, be a, be a for-profit entity
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doing it. You know, we don't see how that could be effective on a financial scale. I
mean our benefit is all we gotta worry about is a flat bottom line and, and not going into
the red; whereas, a, a private side would have a profit to meet as well.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right. And I think the advantage in the nonprofit is that
grant monies can be secured which, of course, you know, usually a for-profit unless it's
outright-MR. BONAR: In partnership-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: --you know, partnership-MR. BONAR: --could do it.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
would be able to do that.

--or a development kind of agreement with government

MR. BONAR: That's correct.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My, my question would be then would you have any
objection to adding in, in the word somewhere in that definition of nonprofit?
MR. BONAR: I personally would not, we had not discussed this. There are, I believe,
two ...for-profit things that would fall under "Qualified Housing Provider" working on
Oahu right now.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
" .... '·n:-n~"

answer

MR. BONAR: .0.""1.''',",,,,,.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, additional questions? Thank you very much-MR. BONAR: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: --Mr. Bonar. DeGray Vanderbilt to be followed by Steve Chaikin. And
before Mr. Vanderbilt starts his testimony, for the record, the Chair would like to also
5
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recognize Member Anderson for being here and joining us this morning. Thank you,
Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Good morning, Mr. Vanderbilt.
MR. VANDERBILT: Aloha, Mr. Chairman and Members of the Housing and Human
Concerns [sic] Committee. I, I've provided a little bit of written testimony and basically,
have provided--well, I might as well read it.
My name's DeGray Vanderbilt, a 30-year resident of Molokai. And that...the Molokai
Planning Commission's regular meeting--I'm Vice Chair of the Molokai Planning
Commission--and at our August 23 meeting, we voted on recommendations regarding the
subject ordinance. And those recommendations were presented to the Commission at its
August 9 meeting by its Affordable Workforce Housing Committee, and that Committee
was established by the Commission at its June 14 meeting.
We'd hope that the Planning Department would have had a chance to get all of our
recommendations to you, but they've been very busy. So, I rushed around after I heard
they didn't come in by 4:30 yesterday, and this morning put together our
recommendations. And I've enclosed ...well, I didn't enclose 'em, but I gave 'em to
Gayle over here, the minutes of our meeting. But there's also an August 7 cover letter
from the Committee to our Planning Commission. We have in here a...the ordinance in
Ramseyer form showing our recommended changes. We have a document in there
entitled "A Profitable Project" which shows that developers can make substantial profits
at 100 percent affordable units ...and, and a few other things in there.

similar percentages
housing that aren't addressed
30 percent. ..affordable.

np(1,nlp

project being

that need a
and

And I guess there's limited resources on this island. There's a lot of catching up to do on
the affordable housing. And if you have only 30 percent of a project marketable or
affordable--for instance, in the Spencer project they had 3,500 people on the waiting list.
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MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. VANDERBILT: I can, I'll finish up in a minute. To, to ...to fulfill that at 30 percent
affordable, you'd have to build 12,000 units and you're using up all these resources to
really give the high-end people that don't need any more housing more housing, and it
just didn't make sense to us on Molokai. We've talked to contractors, we know of
contractors that can build. The developers up here are crying the blues that 30 percent's
too high, yet they were jumping over themselves to get to the 50-50 deal that the State
has and they were making big profits. They won't show you what profits they were. But
if you look at ours, our project analysis here, we've talked to contractors too and we've
talked to lenders, they say they won't lend. Well, lenders are very happy if you have
everybody prequalified and backup buyers and everything to lend. So they, you've been
getting a lot of, lot of shibai information from the development community, and it's about
time they do like they say when we ...oh, we're going to roll up our sleeves.
MS. REVELS: Four minutes.
MR. VANDERBILT: Well, anyway, Mr. Chairman, this is some stuff. We hope that...what
we've done for Molokai will apply to Molokai. There are a lot of ordinances that say
except on Molokai or they have different provisions for Molokai in the ordinances, and
we hope that you will carefully consider what we've recommended.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Mr. Vanderbilt.
Mr. Vanderbilt? Ms. Johnson.

Members, any questions for

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, DeGray, and because of the concerns you raised about
Molokai, are you also aware when the ordinance was taken out to Lanai of any report that
exist
to
us, or is it

at it
we
list, on that chart of figures. We talk about the Lokahi Pacific project,
100 percent affordable to people under 80 percent.
last two projects on Molokai
have been 100 percent, and Molokai Ranch is working on a IO-unit project where they're
all going to be affordable for people earning under 80 percent. So it can be done, and as
Dale and some of the others, Susan mentioned, you heard words like collaborative
partnering. That's the key to this ordinance is to stimulate these developers into creative
partnering and collaboration 'cause the resources is out there. Don't just say we're going
to do it like we always did it, we're not going to collaborate, but we can't do it at 30
7
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percent or 40 or 50 or 60. They can if they collaborate with the other resources in this
com ... , community because it is a community and if we don't take care of the working
people, we're going to just have a split in the community with the haves and have-nots.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I appreciate the comments that you made. Do you in your
testimony, and, you know, please correct me if I'm not reading you correctly, do you
believe that defmitely Molokai needs a greater percentage than anything we would be
looking at in the rest of the ordinance or do you believe that whatever we adopt should be
uniform throughout the County?
MR. VANDERBILT: Wen, I don't think it needs to be uniform, but certainly 30 percent just
seems low to me any, anywhere just, just on the basis of the, the numbers, especially
when some of the affordable numbers go up to where you can sell houses at 4 or
$500,000, and that's in the affordable formula. So ... but on Molokai, I guess we have
limited resources there and we said why do we want to build for people from somewhere
else before we take care the needs of our own people? And that's just the basic,
fundamental thought that's pretty well shared by everybody on Molokai.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you very much, DeGray.
CHAIR MATEO: Additional questions, Members? Thank you, Mr. Vanderbilt.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: I'm sorry, Mr. Vanderbilt, if you can hang on. Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank

Good morning, Mr. Vanderbilt.

the

Molokai?

MR. VANDERBILT: Yeah.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Okay. That's all. Thank you. Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Additional questions? Ms. Anderson.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. Mr. Vanderbilt, thank you for all this
work. So what you presented here to me, to us this morning is what the Planning
Commission on Molokai has already approved?
MR. VANDERBILT: Yes.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And, and there just hasn't been time for the Planning
Department to get that forwarded to us, and so you've done it yourself?
MR. VANDERBILT: Yeah. And their package probably will include most of this stuff, but we
don't know when it's going to get up to you. We, we made our decision on August 23 rd , I
think it was.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so you want a separate chapter that just applies to
Molokai or do you want, want us to incorporate-MR. VANDERBILT: Well, I-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: --these, these changes into the, the ordinance we now have
that are specific to Molokai?
MR. VANDERBILT: Either way. I mean I, there's some ordinances that say ordinances don't
apply except on Molokai. There's others that say, like in the ag ordinance, there's certain
things that apply to Lanai and Molokai specifically. That's a drafting thing. We, we
didn't really have the time to get in that, and I, and our Corp. Counsel for the Planning
Commission did not review this or make any suggestions on that to us. So we would
hope to work with the Committee and the staff to .. .if, you know, we're way off base
we can
or something,

we
MR. VANDERBILT: Right. And we haven't really seen the last two drafts
just learned about 'em, but Gayle pointed out they're on-line. So ...

the ordinance. I

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So when the Molokai, when the Molokai Planning
Commission finally met on this, they didn't have the most current draft?
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MR. VANDERBILT: Well, our Committee, yeah, we, we...on August 9th we gave the
committee report to our Planning Commission and apparently Corp. Counsel said they
couldn't discuss it at that meeting, it had to wait till the next meeting 'cause it was from a
Committee. So...urn...and I think: the last two drafts, there's one prepared for today's
meeting that was handed out, and I think: there was one prepared for your August 17
Committee meeting. So that, that came after our Committee had done its work.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And so, once again, what per ... , overall percentage does
Molokai think: is appropriate?

MR. VANDERBILT: We said 70 percent. .. 70 percent affordable, with 15 percent for low
income people making 50 to 80; 15 percent for people making 80 to 100, which is below
moderate income; 15 percent for moderate; 15 percent for above moderate; and
10 percent for gap group; and 30 percent for market.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: And that matches the income demographics ofMolokai?
MR. VANDERBILT: Yeah. It's, it's .. .it should be a little higher on the market side. The
Committee recommended 80. We had one Commissioner that thought that was too high,
but didn't have any backup material to say that, but just to get it passed we agreed on 70.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: But the rest of the members wanted 80?
MR. VANDERBILT: I don't know if the rest of the members, but somebody made a motion for
70 and-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Okay. Thank: you very
us.

Appreciate you sharing this

a IDI.::JffiDi;:r

an individual to just
ordinance.

observations

Let me just first say that when I first heard that there was going to be a proposed
ordinance, I got pretty excited because after 20 years of being a farmer I can tell you that
my biggest obstacle is not the high cost of gasoline or the imports or, or any of that, but
it's really the labor force. It's, it's really a tough, tough market out there to get people to
work, and I think: it's, it's not just the farming. Now it's starting to spread, and I think: a
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lot of places are really having a tough, tough time. So when this thing came down, you
know, I was, I was going to applaud anything that the Council was going to do to try to,
you know, make it a little bit easier for the lower end workers to, to have a place to be
here in Maui. But then when I started reading through the ordinance, I can tell you that I
got a little disappointed because I thought that this is a little bit more than just. ..a
workforce housing policy. It's a student housing policy, it's a retirement housing policy,
it's for handicap and disabled people, it's for welfare people that aren't making very
much money, and it's also for people making good money. I mean you can make $50 an
hour and qualify for this. And, and I guess my thinking was that if we've only got so
many units to distribute, we should have some kind of priority. And the way I was
thinking was that the number one priority here in Maui County is to keep this economy
strong and vibrant. If that happens, then everything else has an opportunity to fall into
place. If this economy is struggling, and that is going to happen if the vast, the vast
majority of workers are these people that are making 10 bucks, 15 bucks, 20 bucks an
hour. If these people have to flee, we're in big, big trouble.
So, I was just hoping that somehow we could really, you know, focus and target and
prioritize, and try to get these workers some incentive and the ability to be here in Maui
County. And then as I continue to read the ordinance, I saw, wow, man this is a big,
giant giveaway, this is Maui County's version of Who Wants To Be A Millionaire, and
you don't even have to answer any tough questions.
I guess my point is that I think that we can achieve all of the goals and objectives that
we're trying to achieve without giving away the farm. And I guess what I mean by that is
that I really think that, you know, the way it's structured right now: (1) it's not equitable;
(2) it doesn't serve as many people as it could be serving; (3) it doesn't meet the
long-term goals and objectives of affordable housing in Maui County; and (4) it's not--

rent.
an
to
to
to "' . . .", .......u
trust
program, and the biggest, the biggest real asset of this whole program could have that it's
not using is appreciation. If we keep all
this land in the land trust, wow, we're
building a big, giant asset to use in the future, to use to, you know, provide lots and lots
of affordable housing.
MS. REVELS: Four minutes.
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MR. CHAIKIN: Okay. And I'll just ftnish. And, and the people can buy their unit if they want
by buying the, by just paying the appraised value of the unit.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MR. CHAIKIN: But anyway, I hope that you'll take a look at some of our recommendations
that, you know, the Council has, has set forth. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Chaikin. Members, questions for Mr. Chaikin? Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I really appreciate you coming forward because I. ..having
visited with other farmers, you are really touching on a subject that is really important,
which is your workforce housing particularly in the farming community because the
wages are so ... you know, you have to limit them, otherwise, you wouldn't be able to
stay in business. But with regard to let's say you, for example, as an employer, is there
anything that you found within this bill, either there presently or may be lacking, that
would help you speciftcally? Let's say you want to buy an apartment building for your
workers, is there anything that you found in the bill that would enable you to do that and
actually give you some kind of incentive to do so?
MR. CHAIKIN: Well, you know, as I was saying with the land trust model, I think that, you
know, it's really a housing authority that would come together and really forward
affordable housing, and I think that with the model of the, the land trust having the
income, 'cause I think that the people should pay according to their ability to pay. Right
now they get locked in for 25, 30 years at some low rate and maybe the next year they
inherit a million bucks or who knows, they get promoted and they're making way more
money and it's just not equitable. But this system that they would actually pay according
to
to pay would
fund these
to
that they can l'''''''.. 'll.n

I
that's, you know, that's
goal
is to
able to, you know, either partner or come together
entities to
to meet
those needs because in... --(CHANGE
TAPE)-- . ..to have people actually staying,
you know, sometimes in my own house, in my dwelling because it's just so difficult.
You know, people come to Molokai and they can't, you know, I mean they can't go rent
a place or buy a place. So, you know, I would...yeah, I would, I would be very open to
doing any of those kinds of things that you mentioned.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO:
Tumpap.

Thank you very much, Steve.

Elaine Waldow to be followed by Pam

MS. WALDOW: Good morning...whoops ... and thank you for letting me speak. My name is
Elaine Waldow and I'm the Chair of the Maui Nui Affordable Housing Task Force. And
I know that you've had many of us come and testify in the past, but I did want to come
and just address one issue today, and that is the requirement that you have in the new
draft: that asked for a 40 percent affordable homes if you have a project that is over,
houses are over a million dollars.
The Task Force, when we designed the ordinance that we gave you, we spent many,
many hours and weeks discussing what the requirement should be for affordable housing.
And our goal, obviously, is to see houses produced for the working families and have
something out there for them to live in as soon as possible. And it was the consensus of
the Committee that worked on that ordinance and that Committee was made up
of. .. probably one of the most diverse committees I've worked on. It had consumers
looking for homes, it had union members, it had developers, people...former planners,
and it was their consensus that a 30 percent limit was workable and that if you went
above the 30 percent, then a project may not remain sustainable and the result could be
that we would not have homes for our working families. And so this, since that is our
goal, we would like to suggest that you reconsider the 40 percent and do the 30 percent
that you have for the homes under a million dollars.
And just one last thing, also, one of our ten-point programs, which you've probably all
heard now
years, was that the houses remain affordable in perpetuity. And so we also
ask
to

we were to
even 50 and possibly 60 percent, but also at
same
increase
for affordable housing, meaning that rather than looking at only 160 percent, maybe go
up to 170, 180 to 200 percent, so at least we cover an of the basis in regards to the people
that we want to keep here on Maui. Would the Housing Task Force consider that type
of... amendment?
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MS. WALDOW: Well, that is something we could look at, and we are having a meeting next
week and that is something I can bring up at the meeting, would they be willing to work
with the 40 percent. You're saying that you would raise the requirements-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Even higher.
MS. WALDOW: --from 160 to the 180, for example-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MS. WALDOW: --and would that offset then the percentage?
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Yeah.
MS. WALDOW: Yeah, I'd like to see. We can run some numbers and discuss that at our
meeting and, and be happy to send you a response.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thartk you. Because the testifier before you, you know, brought
up some good points-MS. WALDOW: Right.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: --in regards to families that, you know, may eam more in the
future years and they want to move up...you know, so that we can consider those moves
by those families that, you know, can...make it available so that they can afford a better
house, you know, with the means of their income.
MS.

Okay.

you. Thank

CHAIR MATEO: Members, add ... , additional questions? Ms. Waldow, if you can comment on
the Task Force position on that 40 percent for .. .if you're building 50 percent, if
50 percent of your development are million dollar estates, there was a requirement of
40 percent affordable. Can you tell me the rationale for the Task Force opposition to the
40 percent requirement?
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MS. WALDOW: Right. Well, the, the problem was that they didn't feel when they were
working through all their figures with that original Task Force that developed their
ordinance, that above 30 percent, that you would not have developers coming in to build
and, and keep their projects sustainable and that if you, if you raised it to a point where it
was going to cost them money, that you might end up not having ho ... , homes built, and
that the 30 percent seemed to have been a level where it worked out...that we'd end up
with homes and they would also be willing to build homes.
CHAIR MATEO: The original Task Force did not come up with 30 percent. The 40 percent is
an, is a requirement primarily because more than half of the project are million dollar
estates, and that was why it exist in the policy. So, I think you need to take a look at what
the original recommendation from the Task Force was because like what you're telling
me is contrary to the original submission to this Committee of 30 percent. The
30 percent came at a much later time after your submission.
MS. WALDOW: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, ma'am.
MS. WALDOW: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. The next individual is Pam Tumpap to be followed by
Mr. David Goode.
MS. TUMPAP: Good morning, Council Chair Mateo and Council members. My name is
Pamela Tumpap and I'm here to testify before you today as President of the Maui
Chamber of Commerce, on behalf of our business membership.

concerns
as we
development of affordable housing,
entire community.
Here are the concerns that we've heard on the proposed bill, they're in no particular
order:
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The community land trust, created to help develop affordable housing and rentals, is not
specifically named and the bill does not include the recommended language on
"Qualified Housing Provider".
The bill prohibits employers, interested in developing and providing housing specifically
for their employees, from giving a preference to their employees.
It includes a 25-year deed restriction that will have a negative impact on lending,
foreclosures, and other matters.
The administration of lists similar to known administration system, list administration
systems that have had litigation challenge--the current administration of the list is similar
to known list administration systems that have had litigation challenges. And it's our
understanding that Hawaiian Home Lands provided information to the Planning
Department to help the community avoid these challenges in the future, but currently the
process as noted in the bill has not been changed.
Intended affordable housing through this bill as it's written is difficult, if not impossible,
to create as the required percentages don't allow for adequate rates of return on
investment. It doesn't pencil out. Developers would be forced to try and sell "market"
homes at above market prices to accommodate the "'affordable" homes and reach an
acceptable rate of return. By selling homes at above market rates won't work.
Lenders are also concerned about lending on both sides of the equation. Lenders
typically require a 15 to 20 percent rate of return on development, and current scenarios
indicate that the rate of return will be about 5 percent. Therefore, the development of
affordable housing could come to a standstill if lenders won't lend. Further,
deed
restrictions
not
to t)01tentlal

we offer our
are
to assist
our concerned constituency groups to provide additional research and information to
Council on these items noted. Our goal is to help you by providing information so you
can have a more thorough review before legislation is enacted that would hamper the
development of affordable housing. We offer to work together on improved solutions to
expedite affordable housing and affordable rentals in our community.
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Thank you for the opportunity to testify before you today, for consideration of our
request, and for hopefully working with us to help address these issues.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions? Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you for your comments this morning. I'm always
interested when we talk about return on investment, no one likes to tell us the percentage.
So as you understand it from your membership, what is an acceptable return on
investment, 30 percent, 40 percent?
MS. TIJMPAP: Well, in terms of an acceptable return, one of the thing--and we haven't
addressed what is an acceptable return, but the developers are willing to work with the
Chamber to run scenarios to provide some of that information. But what we've
understood is that the lenders are requiring 15 to 20. So if the lenders are going to lend
on a, on a development project, they're looking for 15 to 20 percent. And so, you know,
it would be something above that where the lenders are looking at 15 to 20 percent.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: So getting no return on investment because they won't build,
what you say won't give them their return on investment, but they're paying a loan on
prop ... , property purchase which creates no cash flow because-MS. TUMPAP: But what I'm saying-COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: --they can't build doesn't make sense to me either.
MS. TUMPAP: If, if they have property that they've got in hand that they're looking to develop,
you know. What I'm offering to do is to work with these groups to bring scenarios to the
I
Mateo
of

COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
lending, do you

15
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return

MS. TUMPAP: I don't, but I'd be happy to ask that question and get back to you with that.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: We'lL . .I think the Committee will be interested in the
degree of what they consider their risk. ..
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MS. TDMPAP: Dh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: ., .to borr ... , to lend because the other wide, the other side of
the coin is people won't ask to borrow and they gotta do something to do with that cash,
so where are they gonna put it then? And I would like to know what else is gonna give
them 15 percent returns?
MS. TUMPAP: Well ...again, as I said, I'll be happy to get back to you with some of that
research. And, and one of the questions that came up is, is in a scenario such as this: if it
doesn't pencil out and you don't see the lenders assisting developers, is the County
willing to lend the money, you know, if this, if this boxes us in, is the County willing to
lend the money on some of these projects so that they have it?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would say that's a possibility. Thank you, Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE~CHAIR

PONTANILLA: Thank you, Chair. Ms. Tumpap, I was wondering if we could
have a copy of your testimony?

MS. TUMPAP: Actually, I have copies for you-VICE·CHAIRPONTANILLA: Okay, fme.
MS. TUMPAP: --I was going to drop it off later.
Thank

My name is
Hawaii.
last couple meetings, and I submitted IeSll1mi::my
time in writing to be more clear
my three to four minutes of testimony and to
provide some questions, I think, that should be answered at some point during this
process that I think will be helpful to everybody.
To hit the high points of the letter, I'm still concerned about the applicability sections of
the ordinance. I still believe it should be a change in zoning rather than a building permit
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and subdivision. In trying to figure out where it would apply to even a three-lot
subdivision, sayan Ag subdivision or a R-3 residentially zoned subdivision, three lots of
either of those categories would create potentially two houses per lot. You have the main
house and the ohana. That's six lots or six dwelling units, excuse me, per the ordinance.
So that'll be more than five. So, I think it would apply. So then there would be ... you
need 1.8 units affordable, and if you pay that with the in-lieu fee at 30 percent--I'm
assuming they're under a million bucks--that'd be about 300... excuse me, that'd be
about $160,000 fee for that three-lot R-3 or Ag subdivision. That seems awfully high for
a...for that type of subdivision. That would be just if you're selling the lots at $300,000.
If you're selling a house say at 500,000, which is almost impossible to do, then you'd be
paying a fee of about $270,000 or about $90,000 per lot. So, I, I'm still concerned about
the, the size of the in-lieu fee which I discuss in my letter as well.
I also talked about park fees which doubled, and they're now $28,000 in the west side
and I think 15,000 in Kihei, if memory serves me correct, and about 12,000 here in
Central Maui. It's doubled and, unfortunately, our number of our parks haven't doubled
and the maintenance hasn't got twice as good either, but it's just another cost, another
impact fee that just makes this ordinance really difficult, if not impossible, to provide the
housing I think we all want to get.
But really the Code provisions that I've outlined in my letter I think really need to be
addressed. In Title 14,18, and 19, there are already a number of definitions of affordable
housing that don't jive with the ordinance as currently drafted. But in Title 19 where the
density bonus would be applied, which is key to providing the housing onsite in a lot of
projects, we don't know how the density would work. How does it work with a sliding
scale? How does it work with minimum lot size within R-3, R-2, R-l? How does it work
with minimum lot width? How, how does that get applied? It doesn't .. .it would be a

park assessment,
the park assessment
go
park maintenance, you know,
assessments are not used for park maintenance. But
one of the things that our Committee is looking at and I'm specifically looking at is the
sliding scale for park assessment fees. So ...
MR. GOODE: A sliding scale in relation to?
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Based on the actual formula that's used, the more expensive
the home--I don't think it's fair either that an affordable house pay a $28,000 fee and a
million dollar house pay the same. That's not equitable.
MR. GOODE: Yeah. Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Members, additional questions? Thank you very much, Mr. Goode.
MR. GOODE: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Ray Soon to be followed by John Andersen.
MR. SOON: Good morning, Chair Mateo and Members of the Committee.
CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
MR. SOON: If I may begin by saying that I congratulate your Committee on, on moving
forward this legis ... , this proposed legislation. It's a tremendous piece of work with
many moving parts. I would like to spend my time talking about just one of those
moving parts, that's 2.96.090, the Applicant Selection Process for ownership units.
I should begin by telling you I'm not from Maui. I'm a Honolulu resident. You might be
asking why is Oahuan here being mahaoi and sticking my nose into your business? I
hadn't intended to. But I, I read the legislation and I think I bring a unique experience to
this table. The process you're about to adopt within Section 2.96.090 is paralleled to the
process. I spent
years at
Hawaiian
.LL'V',U"''''

process, one similar to what
or whatever the new acronym is over there,
we
were always unsuccessful in doing that. I think it's not stretching it to say that there's not
a person at DHHL who would not abandon that immediately and move to a lottery
process if they could, but the constituency of the list makes it almost impossible to do
that. That's the process you're about to adopt. I suggest you really seriously re-think
that.
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Take a step back and ask what you're trying to do in the, in this ordinance, and I think it's
really good. You, you stated very simply and articulately in the Purpose section.
Specifically you say, It is the intent of this chapter to encourage the provision and
maintenance of residential workforce housing units, for both purchase and rental, to meet
the needs of income-qualified households for workforce, students, and, and special target
groups. Very commendable.
I suggest that with the complexity and bureaucracy that you're building in 2.96.090, the
department is in fact going to be diverted from that mission and is going to be spending a
disproportionate share over three sources away from that purpose. To be successful, I
think the County must stay focused on the encouragement part that you want to move
forward and not get bogged down by the regulatory part.
Do I have a solution? I, I don't have it in details. I felt that if! gave something in details,
it would get lost, will lose the force for the (inaudible). But if! can step back in theory, I
suggest that you take the County out of the maintenance of lists, that you force that task
onto developers on a project-by-project basis--and you've already done that, you
amended the rental section to take the, the County out of that process and, and put it onto
the back of the developer and their management company. I suggest you do the same
with the for sale units.
MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. SOON: Keep the County focused on conf... , confirming that the development process is
pono, the development process is pono, and you do that through the, the agreement that
the County signs with the developer. Keep them monitoring the process so that the, the
developers are honest in doing what they say, and keep the, the housing staff focused on
ae1iel~:mrneI1t of more

we
of the award process, does
believes is, is necessary?
I think if you keep the County people focused there-MS. REVELS: Four minutes.
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MR. SOON: --they can be focused on delivering the desired product, which is affordable
housing and get them out of being just bureaucrats. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Soon. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, Mr. Soon. I appreciate your comments. You may not
have been aware, but there have been different, I guess, components of affordable
housing where the developer has overseen the process and there's been tremendous
criticism in our local media about that. Would you feel that perhaps like a land trust or a
nonprofit.. .if you're going to have a lottery system, perhaps structure it so that its
income classifications and affordability, I guess, related? Would you feel that that might
also be workable to have another entity other than the direct developer at least being the
other party that oversees the process?
MR. SOON: I would urge that the resources be delivered to the Housing Department to ensure
that the process works appropriately and properly. Whether it's with developers or with
an intermediary, that could be a community land trust or some other nonprofit, they're
going to have to monitor it anyway which whoever's doing it, and the closer you push the
community land trust or the nonprofits to the developers and partnership, the, the more
difficult the ... ensuring that it, it stay clean. And I think you need to deliver to Alice and
her people the resources to monitor it, whoever's doing it. So in answer yes, but I'm not
sure it matters because they still need the resources necessary to monitor the process. But
as it is, as you have it, they're going to be ...checking applications, they're going to be
reviewing assets, they're going to be doing all of these significant bureaucratic steps in
order to keep that list and to keep it up to date and to fmd ...where these people are,
et cetera, et cetera, and I think that, that burden will be significant and far more than she
currently has the staff to do and I think far more than necessary. I think you can push that
function onto the

to.

v.U....'uLL'n .. LJ'JI...J.....

JOHNSON: Okay.

MR. SOON: you were going to a list, I would push it off to someone else. But a lottery on a
project-by-project basis makes much more sense. On the resale you have a little bit more
of an issue on a resale, but I think that's a, that is...the burden should be in fact on the
seller anyway and, again, the Department should be spending its time or you can
outsource that to the, the land trust to monitor to make sure that the re-buyer in fact meets
the criteria that you've established.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you very much.
CHAIR MATEO: Members? Thank you very much, Mr. Soon.
MR. SOON: Thank you.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Chairman.
CHAIR MATEO: And I'm, I'm sorry, Mr. Soon, if you can please wait? Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I just want to know if Mr. Soon may be still available
throughout this meeting as a potential resource? I find his experience and his years
running a program specific to deliver affordable units to a specific target group to be,
may be very helpful for this Committee.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Mr. Soon, are, are you planning on, on staying with us for the,
the rest of the meeting?
MR. SOON: Mr. Chair, I, I need to leave at about 12:00; however, I'm, I'm happy to come
back-CHAIR MATEO: This-MR. SOON: --and to work with your staff with any issues and answer any questions.
CHAIR

Dh-huh.
answer one

was

aS1i:eQ~-

MR. SOON: Please indulge me.
asked
about employee housing. I
a
really good one and because if, an employer is in fact housing his employees, they're
coming out of situations where they're doubling and tripling up or where they're in
another unit, and that unit then comes available. Affordable housing is really an
inventory issue, it's a supply and demand. It's very different than Home Lands. It's a
very different set of issues. The, the policy right now does not allow for a develop, for an
employer in fact to develop employee housing and reserve it for his employees. I think
that the community land trust people have suggested amendments to allow that to happen.
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I would urge that you seriously consider that. I, I think there are lots of employers that
would in fact like to be doing that. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Soon. Mr. John Andersen to be followed by Mr. Frampton.
MR. ANDERSEN: Good morning-CHAIR MATEO: Good morning.
MR. ANDERSEN: --Council Chair Mateo, excuse me, Committee Chair Mateo and Members of
the Committee. My name is John Andersen and I'm the Government Affairs Director for
the Realtors Association of Maui, and I am speaking on behalf of the Association this
mornmg.
Before I begin my prepared remarks, I'd like to comment on the question that
Councilmember Johnson asked a previous testifier, Dale Bonar, regarding the inclusion
of the word "nonprofit" in, into the definition. As I explained in my testimony at your
last meeting, a community land trust has a Federal definition that includes that it be a
nonprofit, and so the inclusion of that in the definition for other entities would be an
excellent inclusion for that and could be very simply done in the definition, and it's very
consistent with the community land trust that way.
One of the things that I would like to remind everybody about is our Association over
two years ago adopted a housing policy for affordable housing that called for
affordability in perpetuity, and we have been working toward that goal ever since. Your
first draft of this ordinance called for affordability in perpetuity, and we strongly believe
that the inclusion of the language recommended by Na HALE '0 Maui, the "Qualified
Housing Provider" language will be the best avenue to get affordability perpetuity. It
is language that does not take anything away
the ordinance, it adds to the ordinance,
it
.. things
discussed already
"'''fi'n",,, with
.. --(CHANGE
process, it
secondary preferences.
cOlllllmrnty land trust to be, to be L...,,,,UL....,U.
When I testified last time, I, we asked that reference to the community land trust be
included, and that has been included and we thank you very much for that. That is a great
step in the right direction, but we now do have to ask that the full "Qualified Housing
Provider" language be put in so, once again, the full potential can be realized of the
community land trust. There'll be so many good alternatives available to the home
builders, to the County, and to the community in a true win-win-win relationship if we
can get this language into the, to the ordinance.
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So, I thank you for your support. You have been open to recommendations and to
evolving this process for all the many months you have worked on it. We're getting very
close to the conclusion of that, and I think a few more adjustments like the inclusion of
the "Qualified Housing Provider" language will make for an excellent ordinance that will
benefit our community. Thank you for your hard work.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, questions? Thank you very much, Mr. Andersen.
MR. ANDERSEN: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Frampton.
MR. FRAMPTON: Good morning, Council members. My name is Rory Frampton, and I
previously submitted written testimony at the last meeting and most of those comments
still apply to the revised bill.
I'm just going to hit a couple of the points that I think are very important, and the first is
to actually to thank Mr. Soon for, for coming over from Honolulu to testify on the list. I
find the idea of the list troubling in two respects: (1) the implementation; and (2)
secondly, the, the fairness.
In terms of the implementation, we heard testimony from Alice at the last meeting. I
think she used the words, that it would take an army for her to implement the list properly
and fairly. And my question is how long would it take for the Department to be in a
position to implement the list? And because, I ask that because the bill right now, as
worded, would take effect once it's signed by the Mayor. If there's going to be this huge
bureaucratic process set up, is there a need to stagger the implementation? In other
words, is she going to need personnel, is she going to need to set up a whole new division
or to come
for administrating the
before the, the rest
takes,

second concern terms
I can
be troubling
people because it
concern.
a couple
Soon outlined a number of reasons why it
the concerns would be ... you'd be forced to choose projects as they come up--I think I
talked about that last time--and if you do not, if you say no to three projects, then you're
off the list. And it might be because of timing, of kids in school, or the location of the
project, or the type of a project that you might not want to be ... and might, might not
want to make what might be one of the most important decision of your life, but you're
going to be, feel forced to because if you don't, you're going to be sent down to the
bottom of the list. I, I think the whole idea of the list is troubling and I echo Mr. Soon's
comments that it might be best developed by the developers on a case or
project-by-project basis.
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The applicability section, David Goode mentioned earlier that he thinks it should just be
for change in zoning projects. I, I agree with that. I think the one size fits all is, is
troubling. Maybe there's a need for a two-tiered approach for projects that are already
zoned versus projects that have to go through the zoning process.
The incentive section is, is very important for--if you are going to apply this especially
for the zoned properties, the incentives and the density bonuses are going to be critical.
And I think there's a need to go into Title 19 to be very specific in terms of how those
density calculations are going to be treated. The timing for the incentives, I don't think a
year and a half in this body is a, is an incentive. It takes at least a year to get here. So
that means you're looking at a 2 Yz year process for a project to get approved. I, I think
that those timeframes need to be shortened up.
There's a provision here that relates to real property taxes if the ... because of the deed
restrictions on the resale. I think the bill provides that the real property tax people are
supposed to acknowledge that. I think you might have to change, look at the Real
Property Tax Code and, and include language in there if indeed that's the desire of the
Committee.
And lastly, just a minor comment. You know, I, I pointed out some pretty minor changes
the last time that 1-MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
MR. FRAMPTON: --that I think are important to include, and I can't stress enough the
importance of making sure these--I mean it's, some people might can it word (inaudible),
but, but it is really important, what might seem obvious to us as we're reading it because
we've been so familiar with
Years

MATEO: Recognize yourself, please.
MS. BIGELOW: Oh, I'm sorry. Heidi Bigelow, I work with West Maui Land Company. I have
offered testimony a few times on this bill, and I went through it again last night and have
just a few additional comments.
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Under the Purpose it states, part of the Purpose statement, new employees are being
deterred by the high cost of living. In the residency require, requirements, the bill seems
to conflict with this stated purpose. Those who have ties to the islands who may have
moved away due to lack of affordable housing or are away at college or seeking
employment with Maui County will be put on a second non-resident wait list, which is
only drawn from after the exhaustion of all residents in all income categories, which is
about a one-year process with all the 90 days, and this is true for both ownership and
rental units. So that's a possible conflict I saw.
Under Section .020, Definitions, "Density Bonus" is one of the real incentives in this bill,
but I'm not sure how this Chapter can trump the maximum densities set forth in zoning
ordinance and land use designa ... , designations as it is defined.
I agree with Rory Frampton and Dave Goode that the workforce housing should be
triggered by a change in zoning. If entitled lands are .. .included in this bill, then perhaps
there should be a two-tiered approach, as Rory has suggested, that offers a lower
percentage or a little more flexibility within zoned lands.
I agree with a lot of the testimony that was already set forth, that a developer should have
the ability to partner directly with a nonprofit, community land trust, habitat housing,
self-help housing corporation, Lokahi Pacific, to build rental units or fee simple homes.
So that should be a direct partnership, and the County shouldn't need to act, act as a
middleman there.
Under Housing Credits, in addition to the affordable housing concern, traffic is a huge
issue on the island. If a project provides offsite infrastructure that benefits the greater
community, perhaps the cost of those improvements could be given an affordable
housing credit, 'cause we have two big issue, you
Affordable housing

MS. REVELS:
MS. BIGELOW: --for the foreclosure. The Annual Report section at the end I thought should
include the amount of lieu fees collected to date, the use of the funds, and also the cost of
administering the bill should be included in the Annual Report. Thank you. That's my
testimony.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much. Questions, Members? Thank you very much.
Ms. Bigelow was the last individual signed up to testify this morning. If there is
additional people wanting to testify, please come on up. You can go ahead and testify
and when you're done, please fill out the, the form.
MR. FRANKS: Okay. Thank you, Chairman Mateo, and good morning, Members. My name is
Zachary Franks. I'm an attorney of 25 years duration. I've been in the real estate
investment business for some 20 years. I want to discuss some of the practical aspects of
the laudable goal that everybody here would like to see forwarded.
My greatest concern in terms of the welfare of this island has to do with actually this bill
perhaps being counterproductive to the very workforce that it is attempting to protect, and
that workforce in part are the construction workers, the building trades, and all of the
trades that go into supporting that. ..the construction industry and the development
business on this island. I think that there are...there, there are appropriate places for
affordable housing to be directed, and that is at rezoned properties where there is very
little basis in the property. Usually these properties are held by very large, wealthy,
publicly funded companies. But I think that you have to be very concerned about the
effect of this bill on small and medium size developers.
Before I get into the practical aspects of this, I do want to say that I also feel that for
commercial and industrial properties if there is affordable housing requirements directed
at, at. .. at the, at this type, at commercial and industrial properties, that also may go
towards dropping the employment situation on this island. And I would also say that as
to agricultural properties, those properties are generally even when subdivided in the area
of 10 to 15 to 20 acres apiece, and I don't see much nexus between that and affordable
housing. I think affordable housing is largely housing that's going to be in our more
urban areas.

a..

in a backwards facing
The island ...people are now--I, I spoke with one of the largest developers on the island
very recently_ He said, I would've sold out my whole project that I had, 43 houses, a year
ago. Now it's been on the market for five weeks. I've sold three. This is a pro ... , this is
now an environment in which we have to tread very carefully. So-MS. REVELS: Three minutes.
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MR. FRANKS: If I may, if I. ..with your, with your permission, Mr. Chair, just go through the
practical aspect of the financing of a project.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. One minute to wrap up.
MR. FRANKS: Okay, that's fine. So my experience in the Kihei area, which is a mid-level
market here, is that the cost of land and the cost of infrastructure is something around
$300,000 per unit presently. If I want to build a 1,500 to 2,000 square foot house, it's
something around $350,000 in actual cost. So the cost of that house is approximately
$650,000. As a developer, I'm selling say in a community where I want to sell the av ... ,
average house for $850,000. So the, so the affordable house has to be pretty good, much
as good as the houses that I'm selling onsite to the market.
So now the affordable house at, at 100 percent is approximately $250,000. So, I've lost
$400,000 for every affordable house that I've sold. That means that I have to sell and
I'm only going to make on these $850,000 houses, $200,000 apiece. So for every
affordable house that I build I have to sell two houses on, at the market rate. That leaves
me with zero leftover 'cause we're at basically 100 percent.
MS. REVELS: Four minutes.
MR. FRANKS: So there's nothing leftover for the medium size developers who are not on
rezoned land. Please look at this very carefully. I'm happy to work with you on this, and
I'm happy to work with the Chamber of Commerce lady. There are, there are practical
aspects to this that will not work in the real world of Maui. In 2006 to 2012 we are
looking at a declining market, not the great market that we, that we had
the last six
years. Thank

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
most single
farm, will they be able to actually farm that themselves?
1nrh'lT1rllIH>

on a 1

MR. FRANKS: Well, I, I, I see where you're, I see where you're going. They will not. They
will, they will have ...they will need employees, yes.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Okay. Thank you.
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MR. FRANKS: My, my point about that was I didn't think: that, you know, you're going to be
able to subdivide into large acreage pieces and actually put affordable housing on those
pieces.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yeah. And, and my point was that there is a rational nexus
for large agricultural parks, parcels because workforce win be needed to farm. Thank
you.
MR. FRANKS: Okay.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you very much, Mr., Mr. Franks.
MR. FRANKS: Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Last call? Any other individual wanting to testify, this will be your last
opportunity to do so for today. Seeing no one advancing--Mr. Franks, just a reminder, if
you can stop off at the Secretary's desk and fill out your form. Members, if there's no
objections, the Chair would like to close public testimony at this time.
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objection.
. . . END OF PUBLIC TESTIMONY ...
CHAIR MATEO: Also, I think: it's about time for our morning break. We've been here for an
hour and a half already. So, Members, at the call of the Chair, IS-minute break, take
your morning needs. Recess. . .. (gavel) . ..
a.m.
a.m.

Wen, I guess we're ready. Today, we, we start our task and we start our challenge
working towards completing the work that began more than a year and a half ago as
we've attempted in creating the Residential Housing Workforce Policy. And all of us
have worked hard and long, you know, to be able to get this ordinance to this particular
point today. The stakeholders have been many, and our responsibility to this County's, in
addressing this County's most pressing issue is, was definitely overwhelming. And,
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Members, you need to know that this Committee has accomplished everything we said
we would when we started this journey more than a year and a half ago. We have now
reached that point where we need to tweak and readjust specific sections of the proposed
ordinance. We have met the challenge and we're so close.
This morning, Members, instead of walking through the document section by section, I
wish to allow each one of the Members to provide input and your recommendations to
the policy. All of those items that the body feels should be considered will be added in
the next draft copy of our ordinance so we're able to view it altogether. And if we're
able to address and recognize those specific items, the large issue items, it'll give us the
opportunity starting at our next meeting to start that walk and to take that journey, for the
next couple of meetings anyhow. There will be a possibility, Members, for, of an
additional meeting during off-week, yeah, in order for us to meet our own guidelines in
moving the policy forward to the, to the Council.
Perhaps as, as we've heard through the testimony, one of the largest areas that we should
be looking at is the requirement for the Residential Workforce Housing, 2.96.040. The
proposed policy currently requires 30 percent that the developer would be required to
build, and this was an area that the Urban Land Institute in their presentation
recommended extending the percentage of affordable housing on any development. And
by the way just for clarification purposes, the policy's 30 percent that we're dealing with
right now, we did not pull that number out of the sky. It was not an arbitrary number. It
was a recommendation to this Committee by the development community, and I just
wanted to make that, that clear.
So at this particular point, Members, relative to the percentage for requirement, the floor
is open to the Members for discussion in this particular area. Ms. Tavares.

And
the recent past, and
talking about
the plantations were forming
starting up, the owners of the plantation at that time in order to get their workforce here to
work on their acres, they built the housing for the employees. We had almost, you know,
100 percent of the housing was built by employ ... , employers. So, I do have a, a concern
about the employee housing as far as the employer's responsibility to providing employee
housing. I think that it is pono for businesses who have employees to do something to
help that market. I don't particularly like, for a personal reason, that those units provided
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by an employer have to be offered to the general public because I think employees,
employers who want to take care of their employees as part of an incentive package to
work with them or whatever to keep the employees here, I think it's getting into a realm
of making it difficult when it's going to be forced upon the employer to open his housing
up to everyone. But I think there are circumstances where, you know, part can be and
part can be open, part can be for employees. Bear in mind also that when you provide
affordable housing for a specific employee group, you are also either freeing up other
housing or the, the general public that wants affordable housing out there, that group will
have more of a chance to get the affordable housing. So that, that's one issue.
Speaking specifically about the percentage. As you know, I through out that bomb, I
think it was in August last year, on the 80 percent affordability and 20 percent market.
I've provided for the Members a chart, that it has my name way down at the bottom in
little, fine print, but it is a, a chart that shows...the affordable category, very low income,
low income, below moderate income, moderate income, above moderate, lower gap
income, moderate gap income, and above moderate gap income. And what I've shown
in, in this is that the number of households in Maui--and unfortunately, the data that we
could collect was only up to the above moderate income. Then the next column is the
cumulative number of households, so there's 77 percent of the Maui households--this is
excluding Hana--the 77 percent of the households are making above moderate income
and below. In the current, in the 201G process the requirement is 51 percent at that same
level, the 120 to 140 percent. In the draft ordinance it's expanded, the percentage is
expanded to 30 percent up to the 160 percent of median income.
In what I am proposing, I am proposing 80 percent affordable housing up to the
200 percent of median income. And if you want to follow along the line where it's above
moderate income, where the 51 percent is for the 201 G process, if we go straight across
the current... or
draft ordinance is
there it's 51 percent under 201G, 24

I just want to point
Members, that at 30 percent affordable housing
I believe
2000, was done 2002 and the, the results were
in a housing study ...that was done
2003--1 forget now; of course, I can't find it. But the need for affordable housing, let's
say the need was 3,000 units. In order to get 3,000 units of affordable housing we would
have to allow 7,000 units of above affordable or market units. So, I ask who are we
building the housing for? What is, who is it we're trying to take care of? And if we are
trying to take care of the needs of our workforce in particular and a very wide spectrum
in our workforce, as you see represented in this chart, it would go an the way up to
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$577,000. And this, of course, moves each year depending on what HUD comes out as
their guidelines and adjust it for Maui and different parts of our County.
So under the present. .. or my proposal that 80 percent of the housing would be provided,
20 percent would be at whatever the market is. And we know the market is a boom or
bust kind of a market. So, of course, when things are good, everybody jumps on the
bandwagon and wants to build, build, build and let's, you know, make a lot of money and
stimulate the economy, et cetera. If we had, I think, a more sustainable growth in, in
housing that we could keep up with the growth of our community in the same token, that
we're not going to have these great peaks and valleys. And I think that we want to go to
a sustainable type of program in all aspects in our community, not just in housing .. .in, in
a lot of things. So the ...we can't be, you know, riding the wave and then crashing
afterwards. That is not good for our economy and we've seen that go on and on and on.
So if we don't do something drastically different, we're going to continue to have those
kinds of cycles in our, in our County in particular.
Now they say, you know, let the market control, the market can even out, the market will
do this, the market will do that. I haven't seen any evidence of the market addressing our
affordable housing needs. So if it takes government to step in to say this is the way we
want our County to grow and where we want the focus, then we've gotta take a very bold
step, and I think this bold step I'm talking about is this 80 percent affordable housing
requirement while pushing the median income qualification up to 200 percent and
dropping off the 180 percent and below. So there's been a little, you know, give and take
in the formula.
I believe that we can as a government, working with the private sector, produce the kind
of housing we need given this formula. And based on this also, I was assuming that this
would apply
to lands
for
what I was assuming because
to
VL..'J'U'-'U

like to get some of those representatives here at some point time for them to share what
it is that, that they've done and how they've turned around their whole housing problem
in Atlanta, Georgia. Some of the materials came from the, the sale and rental study that
was done by ... --(CHANGE OF TAPE)-- ., .Ms. Lee gave us a copy of it in August of
'05 and it was a 2003 report that I believe was based on 2002 data, and she can clarify
that. But I would certainly think that as part of this whole process that the study is
updated so that we get more current figures. The other thing is that as the figures become
more current, as the inventory becomes more available, that we look at adjusting, which
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you have, you have a date when we will review this little thing, and this can change
depending upon what has occurred in our community, what's in the particular...which,
what's in the actual process of being built.
I also point out, Mr. Chair, that I believe, too, that there should be different fonnulas for
different areas in our, in our County. If Molokai feels that they want to do 70-30, that's
fine me with me. I mean that, that should be fine for them. Hana had some other specific
things they wanted to do. They didn't want the median to go up as high. So, I think there
are areas to adjust for each of our unique areas within or unique communities within
Maui County. So, I think there's room, a lot of room for that.
So, I offer that, Mr. Chair, and it's in your lap now.... (chuckle) . ..
CHAIR MATEO: And real quickly I'll pass it to the Members and say, Members, comments?
Mr. Pontanilla.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I, I attended the ULI meeting that they had at. .. the MACC and
I was kind of impressed in regards to when they say that, you know, our policy is a real
good start and, you know, that everybody should take a real good look at it. And what
really bugged me is that the percentage that we had set, 30 percent, they were looking at
70 percent, just the opposite. If we're going to rezone land, then we should take a hard
look at 70 percent. So...that infonnation that was pro ... , provided to everybody that
night was good infonnation.
So ...what Member Tavares brings forward is, is good and, and what she explained
earlier in regards to when the plantation wanted to move their workforce to a central
location, the numbers were big, in the thousands, and they provided affordable housing to
na....
to move
,""u.

it
comes
to about, I guess, 50, you know,
50 percent
what we would deem affordable.
And then she's just taking it from the lower gap, the moderate, and the above gap. And
so she's added that on so that we can spell out what the market priced housing would be.
'Cause I don't really see that necessarily as affordable because given what wages are here
currently, I would say that that's just spelling out what the high range would be. So, I
really see this policy as one that is perhaps more consistent with the 201 G process.
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The other comment with regard to the land where this would apply for land that's being
upzoned, I don't see why this could not coexist with the other policy that we have or that
you have helped to formulate through all these meetings where we couldn't also have that
policy as well. So in other words, this could be applicable for land that is actually being
upzoned. Because I think in the section of the ordinance that we're looking at, it says
specifically that conditions that are attached to lands that are being upzoned would be
exempt from that policy. So, I think if we looked at this as that policy for lands that are
being rezoned and then still kept on, on the track that we've been on, you know, with
maybe tweaking the percentages in that way, I think that's very good.
So, I think that the two .. J guess coexisting policies or two separate tracks would work,
in my view would, would work far better because, of course, there is the potential for
land that is being rezoned or upzoned. There is the potential for the profit margin to be
much greater, which would enable people to I think more closely mirror what the needs
of the community are.
So, I, I appreciate it and I think that, you know, it has a possibility of working, and I
would like to include, of course, the language ... or have us take a look at the language
with the community land trust, how they've submitted some of their language in terms of
the entities that could actually engage in the partnership with the County.
So thank you very much, Mr. Chair, for offering this opportunity.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Johnson. Members, additional-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: I get one--

now
or, you know ...raises through your _AA.',.,AI',:,u,"",pn-t
category, a higher medium
income.
So ...what's being presented by one of our Members to me makes kind of good sense,
you know. That way we don't shut out that individual family from getting a home
because of raises that they receive in the three years period before the housing is
completed.
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So ...1' d just like to make that comment in regards to we, we need to take a look when,
when the project comes to our Chambers and when it gets completed, you know, the
income level might change, interest rates might change. This way, you know, we don't
leave anybody out that had previously wanted an affordable housing in the beginning.
Thank you, Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Pontanilla. Members, additional questions? Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA:
regarding percentages?

Chairman, are you just wishing comment at this time

CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Yeah, Members, at this particular point in time I'm, we going be
asking all of the Members to comment. And before we move on to the next topic this,
this body needs to tell me, you know, what is a favorable percentage so we can include it
in the next draft of our ordinance, so we're able to share that with the Members so at our
next meeting we can start walking through the policy itself.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Then, Chairman, I will relinquish the floor. I'm, I'm still
very open to a range of percentages. I have comments regarding other areas of the
proposed ordinance. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Ms. Anderson.
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Thank you, Chair. You know, I appreciate ...the work
Member Tavares did on this and, and 1. . .I like the idea of increasing the percentage of
housing because--and I want to premise this first by saying that, you know, here we're
looking at 200 percent above the median income being considered for affordable housing.
I
know.. .I
find
amazing because
CO]nnlurnty IS

I think I saw a statistic not long ago that 70 percent of the housing that was being sold
was being sold to people outside the resident workforce of Maui County. That's why the
medium [sic] houses on Maui are selling for 700,000 because that's who they are
building for. We can control that as the... elected body here by just following what our
Community Plan says. Don't build any more houses for people who are looking for
second and third homes. Why should we give up our resources for those people while we
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are ignoring the needs of our residents? And what disturbs me about this breakdown,
Mr. Chairman, is that 47 percent of our population are not even addressed in here, the
very low and low income people, and those are the people who are out there working for
minimum wage keeping this economic engine running. You know, the, the .. .it's not just
our firemen, our policemen, and our teachers, it's the people who work in service jobs all
across this County in small businesses and in, in large businesses. The hotels pay
minimum wage for their service people, people who work at convenience stores are
making minimum wage and they're probably working two or three jobs. But the point
being is that we have to address the demographics of what is real here, of who we have
on this island trying to make it, struggling day to day, and those people who are
47 percent of our population are not even addressed in this 80 percent breakdown.
So, I'd like to see it shift a little. I think we need to provide housing and, you know,
maybe--I don't want to give up on the idea that we can build an affordable house for
$150,000. I think, I think we deserve to offer that to our resident population. And just
because Maui is appealing to people across the globe is no reason to adjust everything to
their ability to purchase land on Maui. We need to adjust it back down to what's real
here, and that's the people who live and work here and contribute to our community,
contribute to our economy. Most of our businesses are small businesses. It's a
huge--what is it?--70 percent or something of our economic engine is because of small
businesses here on Maui, and the people that they employ, for the most part, are gonna be
these 47 percent of our population.
So, you know .. .I have a hard time saying that $576,000 for a house is considered
affordable when at the other end of the scale we're not even addressing the possibility of
building an affordable house for a family of four who are making, you know, minimum
wage, that who could possibly with assistance own a home for $144,000 or even own a
for $230,000.

So
I, I appreciate
efforts
this and I, and I like
idea of increasing
percentage, you know, I, I think we need to make sure that we're servicing those people
who are especially in need of affordable housing, and those are people in the lower
income bracket. And, you know, currently the ordinance says that anybody making
under 80 percent of the median income would be qualified for a rental, I mean we're
addressing them with rental housing. And, again, I don't see anything wrong with that,
but I think that we also need to give them the opportunity to purchase housing. And, you
know, if you can afford a half a million dollar house and, as Ms. Tavares said, you know,
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that half a million dollar house may not be the same house it is today in six months from
now because real estate values are going down, and so we may have a more realistic
pricing on housing in Maui in another six months. So that, that $500,000 house is not
going to be a 50-year old cinder blockhouse in Kahului anymore, it's going to be
something more realistic.
And so I, I just feel very strongly, as I guess you can tell, that the needs of the actual
people who contribute to Maui' s ... economic engine, contribute to the social fabric that
makes up our community, we have to make sure that they are the primary people that
we're addressing here. I know that there's people in the gap group who are making, you
know, above 120, 140 percent who are having a hard time buying a house, but that's only
reflective of the market conditions right now. It's not so reflective of the fact that they're
spending more than 50 percent of their take-home pay on housing, and, and those are the
people I think that we need to primarily address here and make sure that we're serving
them. And then everybody else, yeah, they get a piece of it, but this does not correlate
with the demographics of what we have right now on our island. And, you know, the
trend I see happening and, and it's, it's showing up in so many ways across the island in
bumper stickers, in.. .I would say anti-social behavior, and that is a growing resentment
that there are too many people coming to Maui with huge amounts of money who are
here for fun, surf, sand, golf. And, and they are the ones who are buying the million
dollar homes and may only be here a couple of months out of the year, but that
percentage is growing so much that there's a resentment from our local community. And
if, and if anybody does, is not aware of it, then they don't have their eyes open, and this,
this is telling us that things are not in balance.
And so, I hope that whatever your Committee comes up with.. .in the end is something
that is truly balanced and, you know,
aU for--I was the one that said we needed
50 percent originally and I,
happy to support
or 80 percerlt.
to

many people on our island
COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: ... because we don't have
who are actual residents, working members of our community who make that kind of
money. So those are, those are my comments. Thank you, Mr. Chair.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank, thank you, Ms. Anderson. And maybe just for clarification purposes
if, Ms. Lee, if you could perhaps comment on Ms. Anderson's.. .I guess statement that
200 percent would take it outside ofHUD's requirement. Just for clarification purposes.
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MS. LEE: Well, Federal programs really are set up to assist the low income .. .low income
categories, and that's not to say that a Federal program or Federal funding couldn't be
accessed by a project that had some, you know, some above market or above median
housing as well as the low income. So, you know, it depends on the project, but HUD
funding itself is really not, is, is not geared to, to assist with market homes or above
moderate homes.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Ms. Tavares, did you want to comment?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah. I wanted to clarify a couple of things, and it's because
I think I didn't go through one of the columns I have there in my proposal. If you look at
the percentage of Maui workforce units proposed~-it' s in the white section--and it starts
with 0 percent, 0 percent for the low income, and then it goes 16 percent for the below
moderate, 16 percent for moderate, 16 percent for above moderate. If you were to look at
comparing, if you want to compare the apples and apples kind of thing, at the 160 percent
which is representative of the ordinance before us, 30 percent of the housing is there in
the current ordinance. In my, my version of the ordinance, 64 percent is in that. It's over
double what our, what our current proposal is. The fact that we're not addressing the low
income and the very low income to me is reasonable because that's where all of the
subsidies are available through the Federal programs, is in that group. So it's not like
they don't have abilities to provide housing in those two areas, in those areas.
So, you know, I think what trying to focus on our workforce, and our workforce, you
know, saying from 80 to 100 percent all the way up to 160 percent is 64 percent of what
the housing that would be required. So this, I think, does cover it. But in order to make
something like this work for a greater number of people, I've expanded it to 200 percent
ll1tCotne, not
subsidies or
AU,,"","U"UA

we
are
along the spectrum. And yes, we have a particular challenge because so many
our
employees are in service industry types of jobs, and those people, those incomes need to
be addressed and I think they can be addressed. But we have an instance where
Mr. Pontanilla, I think, was trying to point out that if you had someone who was in let's
say at the, you know, 64 percent and they're making let's say 160 percent of median
income, so the home there is 461,000, you're going to say that it's fair or can we say--not
you going to say--can we say that it's fair for that family of four because their economic
status improves, that they now become subject to whatever the market is, and at this time
L.u.AAH,JU"",U
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the market is way higher? So they'll get kicked out of an affordable home to go where?
So, I think that we need a diverse inventory of homes, diverse in price, diverse in type,
and I'm talking about rentals and for sale because I think we should have rentals all
through this spectrum also. There are people who don't want to buy a home, they would
rather rent, and it's not just the low in ... , low income people that we're going to force
them into rentals, I think we should have rentals all up and down the spectrum.
So we're, you know, to avoid, to. _.to offer the most choices and options for people who
wish to partake of these options, I think they __ .expanding the, the median income level
or the ... yeah, the 200 percent, expanding it up to there. It is on the HUD charts, you
know, mathematically it's figured out, but that...you know, the HUD chart doesn't mean
that HVD funds go to all those things, I mean as, as Ms. Lee just pointed out. But, again,
I want to point out that in the low income and very low income, the 80 percent and below
is where all those Federal programs and some State programs are focusing their attention
or focus the money in there 'cause that's the group they want to help. And as we've
discussed earlier, it's the other groups that we want to help here in Maui County also.
Thank you for allowing that, me to clarify that.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Ms. Tavares. Members, at this particular point in time we have
Member Tavares' recommendation for consideration. If it is the preference of the
Committee Members we, if there's no objections, we will add this particular request from
Member Tavares and we will at this time put it into the next draft copy of the ordinance,
and if I hear no objections, unless there's other recommendations, the, the intent would
be--you're all familiar with the policy as, as it exists now.
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Vh-huh.

MATEO:
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Also, please note that there is, the second page of this has
definitions, added definitions to coincide with the proposal that's on the chart.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay_ Okay. Thank, thank you, Ms. Tavares. Ms. Johnson.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I just would like an opportunity to kind of play with some of
the percentages, but also because I think that this policy, if, if we're looking at it, it
should really be when property is upzoned because I think there's a big difference
between the rezoning classification versus when we're just looking at property that's
already zoned. So, I think the applicability of this is where I would have my concern, and
I guess it would be on page 4 right now, and I'm just looking at the redraft that has been
submitted by the community land trust individuals. It'd be B.2., and it says the
development subject to a change in zoning condition that requires affordable or
residential workforce housing, and somehow I would like to integrate it within that part
and then make that applicable in that particular category or in that particular situation.
Because I think that when we're looking at our individual projects, some projects do have
a real high percentage of McMansions(?). So, you know, this would be appropriate, I
think, for that type of a setting, and I think that particularly where the lands are being
rezoned, I mean if they're agricultural right now, there's tremendous profit to be made.
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh, uh-huh.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But I would really like to reserve it for, you know, a situation
like that, and I'm just not sure of the trigger, if there, if there would be another trigger
other than just rezoning. So, I would say right now in my view this would be more
applicable in a rezone.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, okay.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: But I don't really want to, I guess, tamper too much other
than maybe, as Councilmember Anderson had mentioned, maybe looking at 50 percent,
you know, maybe upping our percentages a little bit and including some of these other
categories.
it's,
to be
now because
I

I

say

CHAIR MATEO: --up to which income category?

you're--

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Well-CHAIR MATEO: --are you saying 50 percent up to, and go up to the 200 percent median
income or-41
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: No. I would say maybe 50 percent, but only go up to maybe
the 160 percent or at the most maybe 170 percent of median income. So, to me, I would
just. . .I think it's a good framework, but I would like to play with some of the numbers
myself and then correlate it to what we actually have as far as the demographic of our
population because I think Ms. Anderson makes a really good point. If we integrate the
policy and look at what our workforce is actually .. .--(CHANGE OF TAPE)-- ...and
because I'm just looking now at the, the ownership prices, I don't know how that
corresponds to actual income levels of the individuals that we've got. And that's another
concern because in a downward spiral we also may see some softening in the
employment market, which means that our people are going to be making less money.
So ...
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So, Ms. Johnson, would you be able to provide the Committee
Members with your numbers prior to our next meeting?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: I, I would be happy to do that, yes, and I would be happy to,
you know, and perhaps even myself and Councilmember Anderson could talk about this a
little bit more, too, and see if we can come up with something that's, I guess, more
reflective of what the population makeup of our workforce really is. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank you. And maybe a question for, for Mr. Kushi in conjunction
with Mrs., Ms. Johnson's comments. If the change or the applicability change is gonna
be zoning, then does the ordinance need to go into Title 19?
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, if, if you or.. .if this Committee is putting conditions on rezoning to
state a percentage of whatever at the time of rezoning as a cond ... , as a term of a
u'V.~.
application,
be yes v ......'a ...".'"
1
"'VJ,.......

"'VJlUU.l>',

or too
or
okay no, no £>"'.",."""..",
you... comply
our workforce housing ordinance. But, again, at the time of rezoning
when this body con ... , considers conditions, then that theory of rational basis, nex ... ,
lexus, nexus--like lexus theory--then comes into play. Okay. So again there, the two
different theories in terms of imposing conditions. This ordinance was intended to be an
ordinance of general application, and this is why the trigger is not at rezoning, it's at
building permits or subdivisions, and it applies to everything. I hope that makes it a little
clearer.
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CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Junior. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and, and I'm glad that Mr. Kushi talked about that
because I'll give the example. The way I read, you know, in the Exemptions section,
basically if you were looking at Kapalua Mauka, which I know we put a condition in
there, whatever the workforce housing policy that was applicable at that time, but they
were granted a rezoning. That, to me, is very different because that was on agricultural
land, they had... even though it's a project district, they still received a greater degree of
benefit than let's say somebody who's maybe doing on land that they already own, they
maybe want to do a small residential subdivision, maybe 10 homes, 12 homes. So, to me,
they've already gotten their rezoning, they've invested capital, they've done all this other
stuff. So to impose a .. .I guess a policy that would be equivalent to somebody that hasn't
gone through all of that yet, it just doesn't seem equitable to me. They're two very
different situations and I think the trigger or how we might apply what Mr. Kushi is
talking about is that there is a different standard, and I think it should be a higher
requirement at rezoning because the value is greater, and at least at that point in time they
would make a judgment saying well, this is workable or not workable, and we should
also include in that an appeal process so. . .because not all rezones are created equal
either. So some, you know, might be upzoned, but maybe it's coming from one
designation to a slightly higher designation, maybe from Ag to Rural.
So, I just would like us to take a look at that as one area, and even if we don't do that, at
least put some kind of a .. .I don't know, just some differential in there so that the policy
that Mr. Kushi and that we've been dealing with is the general policy. But then look
more along the lines of Ms. Tavares' policy as being a separate statement that would
attach and fulfill that kind of a condition where somebody has been required to provide
affordable housing, but as a part of a rezoning application. If that makes sense .
. . . (chuckle). .. I know I
to

COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON:
you, Mr. Chairman.
to your original
regarding including this
the, the next draft. Does that mean that. .. urn ...the
80 percent requirement of a developer would exclude everybody making 80 percent and
below the median income since this is aU O?
CHAIR MATEO: As submitted ...the proposal as submitted.
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COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: Well, that's most disturbing. However...and, and I'm just
going to bring this up briefly because I know you don't want to get into this whole
discussion yet. But the in-lieu fee currently is at $60,000. I would venture to guess if
that is the in-lieu fee that we end up with, that most developers are going to say here's
your $60,000, adios. Why would they build housing if all they have to do is give us
60 grand?
CHAIR MATEO: No, that's another item we're gonna, we're gonna be discussing in-COUNCILMEMBER ANDERSON: So, but that 60 grand, let's just say, you know, for
purposes of discussion, that. ..that in-lieu money is what is going to be going into the
fund that presumably will be addressing the 47 percent of the population. And...well, I
got a problem with that. I think that, you know, we don't need to be segregating our
population, especially 47 percent of them, of which I am one of. I'm a Council
member...and, you know, I'm later on in my years, I'm not raising a family anymore,
I'm done with that, but there are plenty of families out there, Mr. Chairman, who do not
make $100,000 a year. We're talking about the working people of this County, young
families starting off. They deserve to have housing. It's our responsibility to provide
housing for those people--half our population--and I don't think we should be treating
them as charity cases.
So, I'd like to see some adjustments and...you know, I'm not a Member of this
Committee, but I will be voting on this as a Member of the full Council. So, I think it's
only fair that I let my feelings be known now because I, I can't agree with this. I like the
larger percentage, but I think we need to be focusing our efforts on our resident
population since this is a workforce housing proposal. And, yeah, I think I might like to
help out the $131,000 income people in Maui County. But you know what? They're a
I
we
to
a
more
V<UWlU,,,

no.
recommendations on Ms. Tavares' proposal? Hearing, hearing none
we will, we
will take this proposal and we will include it into the next draft copy for continued
discussion during our next meeting. Members-MS. REVELS: Mr. Chair-CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
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MS. REVELS: --point of clarification.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
MS. REVELS: Are you intending to change this to zoning as well?
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: That's the intent, right?
CHAIR MATEO: Ifwe move it to ...yeah, if, if we move it and recognize it as zoning, then this
whole policy according to what Mr. Kushi shared with us will have to go under Title 19.
Mr. Kushi.
MR. KUSHI: Mr. Chair, clarification. Yeah, good, good opportunity. I, I responded to Member
Johnson's question-CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: --in hypothetical.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
MR. KUSHI: What I understand you're trying to do is to now replace your percentages as
submitted today with Member Tavares' percentages, and that would, in itself would not
affect Title 19.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Okay. Okay, thank you very...thank you very much.
excuse me,

is

nay:)pel1S at rezomng,

it

occur

are
So, I don't think this would belong
the .. .1 mean I want this to be the basis
our
housing policy and
there are some exceptions to it, and we can go through the
exceptions and we adjust it from this, you know, to the exceptions.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. So, Ms., Ms. Tavares, if we took the 80 percent and we, we use your
medium, median income ...categories and take it to the 200 percent, at this particular
point would you be able to at the, at the next meeting be able to provide us with the
intricacies of zoning versus-45
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COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Versus, yeah.
CHAIR MATEO: --what it is now? Would you be able to-COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yeah, I could work on that.
CHAIR MATEO: --so we'd be able to have that discussion to be able to be sure that the
ordinance would not be pushed back farther?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Vh-huh.
CHAIR MATEO: At this particular point, you would be able to do that?
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: Yes. Thank you.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, no objections to, to that? Because we also have,
remember, Ms. Johnson will be also submitting to us another consideration as well.
Okay. Staff? Thank you very much.
Members, we're going to move to the next section, and the next section that I'd like to
get the Member's mana'o, their comments on would be the community land trust
proposal or recommendation that they have provided to this Committee. Ms. Johnson.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: My comment would be that on page 2, and I'm looking at
their redraft in with the blue section, just to put in "a community land trust or other
private", and then ", nonprofit or public organization", and just to include nonprofit in
that terminology.
I've gone through it and. . I
I mean I

MATEO: ...2.96.020

was

your reference?

COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, and then it's under "Qualified Housing Provider"
the ...urn... and in my copy it's in blue print down towards the bottom.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay.
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COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON:
community land trust"--

It just says "'Qualified housing provider' means a

CHAIR MATEO: Okay. That, that. .. what you're looking at is the Hale Maui copy of the
proposal that they added their language in. So ...
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Yes, the community land trust resubmission, right.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay, page 2, then you're looking at the bottom of the page.
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Uh-huh.
CHAIR MATEO: This is the submission, Members, that Hale Maui submitted to us.
Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Just a point of information, please, Chairman. Under your
August 24th memorandum to the Members of the Committee, already under page 2, same
subsection, Mr. Chairman, the first definition is "Community land trust", and you have
already stated that it means a nonprofit organization that has point, point, point, point.
So, I, 1. .. unless you.. .interpret it differently, Mr. Chairman, I would say I, I believe you
have already tried to address some of the recommendations that is in the testimony
submitted this morning, or am I misreading your current draft?
CHAIR MATEO: No, Chair, Chairman Hokama, the .. .it is as you state. I believe what, what
the ...well, Member Johnson is doing is, is taking a look at the totallanguage-COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: Right.
"V~JLu..,"nu

is reterencilng

Okay.
you take a look at our copy, page 2, under Definitions, .020,
a look at the, the blue area...under "Community land trust".
COUNCILMEMBER TAVARES: 'Cause, you know, I don't think they have this latest version
because, yeah, because they don't have it. We leave it up here.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Mr. Chairman.
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CHAIR MATEO: Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: As a suggestion.
CHAIR MATEO: Go ahead.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: I would ask if because of the remammg time for this
Committee's purposes today, I would sugg ... , ask you to consider allowing your, your
Committee staff to work with the presentation from Na HALE '0 Maui with your current
draft, which I was working from, and see if there's an ability to .. .in the new draft for
your next meeting to have the appropriate additions and, and notations documented so
that we can work from one copy, please.
CHAIR MATEO: Thank you, Mr. Hokama. Members, any objections?
COUNCIL MEMBERS: No objections.
CHAIR MATEO: Do you have any, staff? Thank you very much. Staff, you got that? Thank
you very much. We will be--any additional comments on that particular item? Thank
you. Members, moving on. Are there any additional areas that you are interested in
providing comment on? Mr. Hokama.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Thank you, Chairman. I listened intently to a very good
conversation as well as testimony to your meeting this morning. I would just ask for
some consideration... as part of under applicability I, I thought part of the testimony
regarding Ag zoned lands was quite pertinent. It is my current position, Mr. Chairman,
talking about
I
have a
to

MATEO: Okay.
COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: But if it doesn't meet that strict interpretation, I don't want to
see any accessory dwelling that cannot be, meet the strict criteria of what an accessory
dwelling should be under Ag zoning.
CHAIR MATEO: Uh-huh.
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COUNCILMEMBER HOKAMA: Come back for appropriate zoning and see if you can get that
category. My other comments, Mr. Chairman, would be--and again, I believe we're
trying to provide affordable workforce housing. I consider that an adjunct to but not
necessarily the same as subsidized, full subsidy housing. Tome there's a difference.
Under the area of employee housing, though, Mr. Chairman, I would ask that we
consider, please, the ability to have some type of agreed to annual percentage of an equity
growth to the property or, or the current owner of the unit, dwelling unit, plus the
repayment of permanent improvements. I don't feel to penalize a qualified affordable
family the ability to get some sort of equity, reasonable equity for the po ... , portion of
time that they can stay an un ... , due to un ... , unique circumstances may not able to stay
within the full buyback provision time if we include that or not. But I consider that
something fair if we come to an agreed to percentage, that if they sell before the period of
time elapses, this can still remain affordable.
I would agree with former Director Soon of Hawaiian Home's comment regarding...we
may want to assist our Department by not placing so much regulatory demands upon it. I
think Director Lee had already given previous comments of her concern. Just to wrap up
her staff takes just as long or maybe longer than building a house in Maui County. So we
understand, we do the budget. She has to go to Personnel Services, she has to go .. .I
mean it takes time to get people in place trained to, to do a program, operate a program.
So, I can appreciate those comments.
My other comments, Mr. Chairman, was that if we're looking at projects that have
components of market and affordability, we may want to look at it in this specific
manner. And if you're going to build an affordable unit, duplicating a market unit, I can
understand why you may have a situation where it comes very unaffordable to develop.
But I'm looking at affordable units built and designed as an affordable unit, not as a
It is not
dream
on that
It

,"''''"UU'VUJ was
we're
affordable houses that look like affordable houses at the standards that make it
affordable? Dream City was built as affordable. Lalakoa on Lanai, Phases I,
and
was built for employees designed as employee housing, not market housing, Chairman,
and we brought it in, in affordable guidelines. It's designed for future renovation and
upgrades to become a potential market home. But what was built was an affordable
designed and constructed unit, not a market unit trying to be sold as affordable. Two
different things, Mr. Chairman, in my opinion. So, I would ask that maybe there's a way
we could have affordable hou ... , units if someone is willing to do a 100 percent
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project--and I believe at one time Mr. Kim was trying to do that and got dissuaded--that
I'm willing to look at different types of standards for construction material, I'm willing to
look at different standards of eliminating curbs and gutters, I'm willing to look at
differences in, in park requirements. But for them to have all of these exemptions that
people ask for under 201H now, let's just build it in automatically. You do this type of
project, you get this, this, this, this, and you can ask Council to initiate the approval.
Now, let's hold Planning Department to the timefrarne that is required to report back to
us and have the Commission expedite their review and Council will expedite the
processing. 'Cause we can initiate the approval through resolution.
So, I would say that is some of my additional--I'm sorry I'm throwing a wrench in
your... proposal, Mr. Chairman, but upon listening to the comments at the various
meetings and today, I think this may be another way to address the housing issue.
So, I, I thank you for my opportunity as well as at the right time I'll give you additional
comments to staff regarding how we may want to use portions of the fund that is attached
to this under Chapter 3.35 to assist our residents that want to qualify or be prepared to
quality, of how we can prepare them to be able to pay for the unit within their income. If
you want to drive Hurnvies and Escalades and Navigators and still have an affordable
house and you're already having tremendous payments for other necessities or luxury
items, whatever you want to call it, we may need to help, an educational component to
say you can qualify, but instead of that Hurnvie you might want to consider a...you
know, a Corolla or whatever it be. But help them readjust their income spending to be
able to make the payments within their limitations, Chairman.
1, I thank you for my opportunity.

comments or "'v'''..,.,.....'''~
submit it to Committee staff by tomorrow so we can take a, take a look at it and see
whether it can be fit into the ordinance. We'd like, we need enough time to do it because
Monday is a holiday and we're short one day next week, so we're going to be pushing it.
And just another reminder, we will schedule another meeting for the month of September
on an off-week because the discussions are, are lengthy because we're dealing with some
of the more major issues of the policy, and we need the time to have the full discussion.
So that's just a reminder for, for all of you. So at this particular point in time--go ahead,
Mr. Pontanilla.
aQ~llUOnal
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VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank: you, Chair. We did have a testifier from Department of
Hawaiian Home Lands that provided us with good information in regards to the problems
that they perceived or they, that they have in regards to the wait list, and hopefully he
does have written testimony that can be provided of us.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah-VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: If you can ask the testifier.
CHAIR MATEO: Yeah. Member Pontanilla, Mr. Soon will be, will make his testimony
available to us; however, a prior testimony already is in our binders, and some of the
same items that Mr. Soon covered already exist in, in his letter to us. And just for
additional information, sometime next month we will be meeting with Mr. Soon who will
be coming back to, to Maui to try to get information more on the wait list process that he
has spoken about and the Members have indicated an interest in. So we will be touching
basis with him as well in a couple of weeks.
VICE-CHAIR PONTANILLA: Thank: you.
CHAIR MATEO: Okay. Thank: you. Members, any armouncements? Ms. Johnson, your, your
meeting this afternoon?
COUNCILMEMBER JOHNSON: It's a site inspection, it's at 2:30 ... and just offNapilihau and
the Lower Honoapiilani Road. So it's right at that comer. That's at 2:30 and then at 3:30
will be the Committee meeting. We only have one item on the agenda, which
would.. .it's not related to the actual site inspection, but it's just at 3:30 at
So, I
it's
we can to have

"1..1"""'" was, I
to
us.
to check on where it is, I just have a copy. But that forecast it gives
the ... an updated or projected version of income by categories, and I think that would
be ... --(CHANGE OF TAPE)-- ... check and see if, everybody has it and where it is,
or I'll just copy this and leave it in your boxes. Okay. Thank: you.

CHAIR MATEO: Thank you. Members, thank: you very much for, for this morning. The
meeting
of
the
Housing
and
Human
Services
Committee
for
August 31, 2006... (gavel) . .. adjourned.
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ACTION:
ADJOURNED:

DEFER pending further discussion.

12:04 p.m.
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